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Here you can find the menu of Subway in Feock United Kingdom. At the moment, there are 7 meals and drinks
on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Subway:

I was lucky I think, came for dinner and there was no queue. Staff were attentive and made the subs beautifully. I
had the Italian wholemeal with herb and cheese, chicken and bacon melted cheese and Southwest Chipotle.

Also had the Italian wholemeal with herb and cheese melted steak with blue cheese sauce. Fresh, tasty, filling
and satisfying. Definitely tempting to come back for more read more. The premises in the restaurant are

wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What August
Sommerhalder doesn't like about Subway:

today the Asian long hair lady with glasses was serving us, there's no other customer but me and my gf but she
rushed us to make the order, she was really rude and grumpy. the sandwiches also didn't taste good like what it

supposed to be, the sandwich bread was soggy because she didn't toasted long enough and somehow it's
missing something as it's very bland and my gf agreed with me. probably because she didn't add e... read more.
If you're in a hurry and need something quick, you can get tasty Fast-Food meals to your taste from Subway in

Feock United Kingdom, prepared for you in short time, and you may look forward to the scrumptious classic
seafood cuisine. In conclusion, this restaurant also has a extensive variety of different already prepared

culinary delights to offer, The tasty sandwiches, healthy salads and other snacks are also suitable for a snack.
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Desser�
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